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SKILLS



Dr Simon Duffy

• By training a philosopher (PhD in meta-ethics)


• Worked with disabled people since 1990 (Inclusion Glasgow, In Control)


• Developed the Keys to Citizenship and the English model of Self-
Directed Support (Individual Service Funds and Personal Budgets)


• Founded think-tank: Centre for Welfare Reform, independent think tank 
based in Sheffield, Yorkshire


• Co-founded global cooperative: Citizen Network

@simonjduffy



Citizen Network

• Global cooperative formed in 2016 to achieve citizenship 
for all


• Builds on the ideas of John O’Brien and other great 
teachers and advocates


• Over 600 individual and 150 groups joined from 20+ 
countries


• Interested in working with you!





16:30-19:30

I. Developments in the UK (16.30)


II. Person centred planning & self-directed support (17.00)


III. Understanding resistance (18.00)


IV. The value of citizenship (18.15)


V. The future (18.30)



Key messages
• Person-centred planning and self-directed support became 

important in the UK as part of the second wave of 
deinstitutionalisation


• These innovations are best understood as practical strategies for 
advancing citizenship for all


• There are questions about which comes first: planning or freedom 


• Both have been helpful, but both have faced resistance and 
corruption from the forces that protect the status quo


• We are entering a new phase of global opportunity and challenge 
and we need further strategic development - Citizen Network



Possible actions
• Join Citizen Network - www.citizen-network.org


• Subscribe to Centre’s newsletter - www.cforwr.org


• Follow: @simonjduffy @cforwr @citizen_network


• Like: @centreforwelfarereform @citizen-network


• Explore online learning on SDS - www.selfdirectedsupport.eu


• Join Global SDS Research Group - www.selfdirectedsupport.org


• Connect your Network with Citizen Network

http://www.citizen-network.org
http://www.cforwr.org
http://www.selfdirectedsupport.eu
http://www.selfdirectedsupport.org


Part I
Developments in the UK



Remember

• The United Kingdom is made up of 4 countries and I will 
be talking mostly about England and Scotland


• My life has been so entwined with this work it is hard to 
be objective and my main passion has been the rights of 
people with intellectual disabilities


• In the UK policy is dominated by the concept of “Social 
Care” which is divided between children and adults (but 
integrates older people and diverse adult groups)



1945 - Creation of the welfare state


1965 - Ed Roberts and allies demand independent living in USA


1966 - Publication of Christmas in Purgatory


1988 - Closure of Darenth Park Hospital


1988 - Publication of Ordinary Life in Practice 

1996 - Direct Payments Act


2001 - Valuing People paper adopts person-centred planning as key policy


2003 - In Control project develops concept of personal budget for all 


2008 - Putting People First puts personal budgets as key policy


2010 - Closure of Orchard Hill (last of the long stay hospitals) 


2010 - Austerity programme begins, social care cut by > 40% over 10 years


2011 - Winterbourne View scandal and the new ‘private institutions’


2019 - Right-wing extremist Boris Johnson becomes Prime Minister…







Person-Centred Planning
• Introduced to UK from USA and Canada by John O’Brien, Michael 

Smull, Marsha Forest, Jack Pearpoint, Beth Mount, Judith Snow and 
Peter Kinsella


• Included as policy by English Government: ‘Everyone should have a 
person-centred plan’


• Significant funding programme to promote training in planning


• Positive stories, but overall impact severely limited by institutional 
nature of services that people received


• Policy focus on person-centred planning has diminished and leadership 
has returned to advocates of inclusion e.g. Inclusive Solutions







Self-Directed Support
• Disabled people began negotiating control of their own budgets


• Policy begins to change with creation of Independent Living Fund 
(1988) and Direct Payments Act (1996) but largely limited to adults 
with physical disabilities


• Inclusion Glasgow creates a system of Individual Service Funds for 
people with complex disabilities (1996)


• In Control (2008) persuades government to open control to families 
and to adopt a policy of universal personal budgets.


• Personalisation policy launched with £0.5 billion - largely wasted on 
consultancy, fruitless IT developments and middle management posts









Current situation

• Personalisation remains the official policy, but many 
services have now been exempted (e.g. residential care).


• Targets were set but defined so that they undermined the 
purpose of the policy.


• New laws have been put in place (2014) but severe 
funding cuts and the avoidance of policy leadership from 
government have made this law ineffective.







Overview
• Compared to many other countries England made rapid 

progress in closing institutions and in developing progressive 
policies for citizenship.


• The recent decline in funding, the neglect of human rights 
and the fragility of civil society and legal defences has also 
been very extreme.


• Innovations which were inspired by the idea of citizenship 
have been implemented in the spirit of neoliberalism - 
markets, choice and commodification.


• Future prospects are very uncertain.



Part II
Person-Centred Planning 
& Self-Directed Support



When 2 technologies meet

• The communities which developed person-centred 
planning and self-directed support overlapped.


• But there is a tension between those focused on planning 
first, and those focused on power and control first.


• Each approach offers something to the other… but also 
challenges the other.


• There are unanswered questions about the value or cost 
of entitlements, the role of money and professional power.









Questions
• Universality - is this for everyone?


• Planning - what role should planning play?


• Brokerage - who should help people organise?


• Budgeting - how and when should budgets be set?


• Flexibility - what controls should people be under?


• Boundaries - where does Self-Directed Support begin?

































• Good planning can reduce the need for on-going budgeted 
support; but people can be exploited by governments looking to 
make cuts.


• Planning is useful, but isn’t there a human right not to have a plan?


• It is helpful to have a capacity for independent planners and 
advocates. But there is also a danger we under-estimate the 
capacities of citizens.


• It is useful to know your budget as early as possible. But systems 
can impose inhuman processes that don’t respect people’s needs.


• Having the right use your resources flexibly is the sign of a good 
system. However governments struggle to give up control.


• Self-directed support can transform public services; but is it is a 
new form of service or an enhancement of personal resources?



Additional resources
• www.centreforwelfarereform.org - citizen think tank


• www.citizen-network.org - global cooperative


• www.enil.eu - PA research


• https://cic.arts.ubc.ca - SDS Research Database


• www.selfdirectedsupport.eu - online learning on SDS


• www.selfdirectedsupport.org - Global SDS Research Group 


• http://waindividualisedservices.org.au - personalised support

http://www.centreforwelfarereform.org
http://www.citizen-network.org
http://www.enil.eu
https://cic.arts.ubc.ca
http://www.selfdirectedsupport.eu
http://www.selfdirectedsupport.org
http://waindividualisedservices.org.au


Part III
Understanding resistance



the life-cycle of an 
innovation

1. Creating something new - 
often in secret


2. Getting people excited - 
finding space to exist


3. Making it work better - 
competing with status quo


4. Integration - disappearing 
into the status quo 











The English Balance Sheet

Positive Negative

The idea that people are unique and valuable and 
that society should recognise that fact is ‘out 

there’

The myth that regulation and power over people 
can keep people safe and improve quality is still 

powerful

The idea that people often know best how to run 
their lives and that services should be accountable 

to them is ‘out there’

Many services have managed to avoid the 
challenge of being accountable and the system is 

complicit with them

More people can now have lives which they shape 
and which fulfil the principles of the UNCRPD

Government has managed to escape 
accountability for human rights standards and has 
cut support to many vulnerable groups, creating 

harm and death.

Large long-stay institutions are gone Private institutions and residential care continues 
to consume most of the diminishing resources.



Part IV
The value of citizenship



Heather Simmons’ Triangle







Aristotle explains that a 
community is not made 
out of equals, but on the 

contrary of people who are 
different and unequal. 
The community comes 

into being through 
equalising, isathenai.

Hannah Arendt













Keys to citizenship
• What is our goal?


• Do people with 
disabilities have different 
goals to other people?


• Is it good to be normal 
in a society with the 
wrong values?


• What do we want for 
those we love?


• If we are not advancing 
citizenship what are we 
doing?

Unlocking 
the Imagination

SIMON DUFFY

Rethinking Commissioning

Second Edition











Citizenship for all

• It is not that disabled people are excluded from 
citizenship; it is that society doesn’t value citizenship for 
anyone. Instead we follow false values like power, fame 
and money that inevitably create inequality.


• Inclusion into a broken society is not good enough. We 
must build inclusive communities and we must all 
become the citizens we need to be. 



Part V
The future











Change is coming…
• Peer support… e.g. PFG Doncaster


• New trade unionism… e.g. Acorn


• Powerful families… e.g. Plumtree


• Focusing on the local… e.g. Barnsley


• Basic income… e.g. UBI Lab Sheffield


• The end of management… e.g. Buurtzorg


• Saving the planet… e.g. Extinction Rebellion







Questions

• Can we rely on the institutions of Western welfare states 
to naturally improve themselves?


• How should we change ourselves and our behaviours to 
live by the values we cherish?


• If we believe in citizenship doesn’t that mean believing in 
democracy… and doesn’t that demand social and 
political change (not just service change)?


